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'"'Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Suspect's arraignment today

Officials create
support system
for students

By DEANA POOLE
and JILL JEDLOWSKI
Sews editors

officers
of their
recent
conversation, Fisher said.
Officers escorted Bo ulay's
parenrs to his residence at 114 112
An Eastern student Tuesday Jackson Ave. where Miss Will's
was taken into police custody for body was discovered. Fisher said.
bis alleged involvement in the A note written by Bo ulay was
strangulation death of freshman found at the scene.
Andrea Will.
" He apparently wrote the note
Justin Boulay, 20, of St. and that was the basis of what
Charles, was arrested and charged transpired," Fisher said.
with murder with
Coles
the inte nt to ~~~~~~~~~~~~- C o u n t y
injure or ki 11,
Coroner Mike
according to a ' ' I didn't know what was Nichols
going on. This was the declared Miss
police report.
last
thing
we expected."
WiJl,
a
Charleston
Police officers
marketing
discovered the
Michelle McVey, major, dead
body of Miss
Justin Boulay's neighbor upon his aaival
Will, 18, of
at 5: 18 a.m. An
BaLavia. in the
autop-sy was to
bedroom
of
be conducted
B oulay's
by a forensics
aparunenL, where he lives alone. pathologist in Springfield and
said Lt. Rick Fisher. chief of results were not available Tuesday
detectives for the Charleston rngbt.
Police Depanmenl
Memorial services for Miss
Boulay's arraignment will be Will have yet to be scheduled.
held between 9 and JO a.rn. today,
Brian Graham, a senior
according to the Coles Counry physical education major and
State's Attorney's Office. The Boulay's neighbor. said Boulay
location and exact time of the called him at about 9:30 p.m.
hearing
was undetermined Monday and asked to borrow his
car.
Tuesday.
Fisher said Boulay. a
"He said his girlfriend's car
sophomore history major who broke down and that he needed to
transferred from Elgin Community go pick her up," Graham said.
College in the fall, telephoned his Boulay rerurned the car 10 minutes
parencs during the night leading later, Graham said.
them to believe something was
·'It seemed like everything was
seriously wrong. The call fine." he said. ''Nothing seemed
prompted Boulay·~ parents to suspicious."
immediately drive to Charleston.
Fisher said Boulay did not
"His patents knew something display any emotions upon his
was wrong,·• Fisher said. "They arrest.
''He didn't indicate to us
came to the apartment but be
didn't allow them in the apartment. anything," Fisher said. "He was
He took them to the Square where then jailed and we have had no
they discussed the incident." further contact since then."
Fisher said.
Graham, who lives at 114
At abom 5:05 a.m. Boulay·s J ackson Ave. in the apartment
parents took him to the police below Boulay, described him as a
station where they informed "nice guy and a good neighbor."

BY DEANA POOLE
and JILL JEOLOWSKI
News editors

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Police warning 1apes were put on a flight of stairs Tuesday afternoon
outside of Justin 8011/ey's apartment, located at 114 112 Jackson Ave.
"It was a real shock," said
Graham. who know Boulay as an
acquaintance. "I can't see him
doing this. He seemed pretty
normal.''
Michelle McVey, a junior
family consumer sciences major
and Graham's fiance, said the only
interaction she had with Boulay
Monday night was a "tap on the
ceiling" to indicate that his music
was too loud.

"This was our usual signal and
he was always good about turning
it down," she said. McVey said
Boulay promptly quieted his
stereo.
"I am blown away," McVey
said. "I didn't know what was
going on. This was the last lhing
we expected."
Miss Will's roommate and
several of her friends declined
comment.

University officials are
combining efforts to create a
s trong s upport syste m for
Law son Hall residents and
friend s of Andrea Will , a
fre s hman found murdered
Tuesday morning.
Administrators, counselors
and housing officials met with
Lawson Hall residents at 11 a.m.
Tuesday "to discuss the situation
and offer support," according to
a press release.
Shelly Flock, coordinator of
public information, provided a
university statement in regards
to Miss Will's death.
"Th.e uni versity is shocked
and saddened by this tragic
incident. We extend our sincere
sympathies lo the family of Ms.
Will and are offering our support
to all parties impacted by this
death.''
David Onestak, director. of
Eastem's Counseling Center, and
other counselors held an
informational session for
Lawson Hall residents Tuesday
night "to help them help one
another."
Onestak said the counselors
talked with residents and
explained "how to start to work
through this (death).''
He said normal reactions to
death include "a sense of feeling
out of control" and increased
vulnerability.
Tiphnee Jones, Lawson Hall
resident director, said many of
Miss Will's residence hall
neighbors are "being supportive"

See SUPPORT page 2

Senate told Hanna may not be replaced Challenge course may

By JOSH NIZJOLKIEWICZ
Staff writer

Faculty Senate members
Tuesday were told the position of
chief advancement officer of
development, formerly held by
Jim Hanna, will not be filled until
a new president is selected, if at
all.
"A decision was made to wait
for a new pres ident to come in
and decide what to do," s aid
Faculty Senate Chair Gail
Richard. "The concern is not to
put a permanent structu re in
place, with a new president
coming in."

Eastern President David Joms
will retire in July 1999 and until
then, the position will remain
vacant.
Senate m ember Lankford
Walker expressed concern about
leaving the position vacant.
"If a committee is handling
funding, then who is accountable
for the funding," Walker asked.
Joan Schmidt, Faculty Senate
secretary, expressed a lack of
concern among senate members.
"People are forgetting that the
position Mr. Hanna held had
nothing Lo do with the
Foundation," Schmidt said.
Senate members asked several

questions of Ric hard, most of
which remained unanswered.
"All we need is someone here
that is able to answer these
questions," said Senate member
John Allison.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to
the president, attended the
meeting and told members of
problems regarding her current
role as legislative liaison.
"The problem is that we
currently don' t have a person in
Springfield on a day to day
basis." Nilsen said. "We need
someone there."
Nilsen said she will go to

See HANNA page 2

be coming to Eastern
By RYAN HILLIGOSS
Staff writer
A joint-campus task force is
proposing to bring an adventure
course complex to Eastern.
A release from the Alpine
Towers Co. describes the
complex as a "complementary
set of unique challenge course
designs aimed at enhancing
self-esteem fitness of mind and
body and respect for others."
The proposed challenge

course complex would consist
of three principle structures, the
Alpine Tower II, the Rescue
Exercise and the Cari bbean
Ropes course, along with the
Carolina Straight Wall and the
Giant Swing by Choice.
The Alpine challe~ge
complex task force is
composed of John Pommier, an
instructor in the Leisure Studies
department, Reserve Officer
Training Corps Major Buck
See CHALLENGE page 2
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PiCkax murderer killed by lethal injection
HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) - Karla
Faye Tucker - calm. composed and contrite - went to her death Tuesday wishing
thal her victims' families would find some
comfort in her execution. "I hope God
will give you peace with this," she said in
her last words.
Ms. Tucker. 38, whose born-again
Christianity sparked a worldwide debate
over redemption and retribution on death
row, was declared dead by injection at
6:45 p.m. She became the first woman
executed in Texas since the Civil War, and

the first nationwide since 1984.
In her final words, Ms. Tucker
expressed love for her family and husband
and apologized to the families of the cwo
people she hacked to death with a pickax
in Houston in 1983.
" I am going to be face to face with
Jesus now. I Jove all of you very much."
she said. "I will see you all when you get
there. I will wait for you."
Richard Thornton, husband of victim
Deborah Thornton, witnessed the execution and wasn't swayed by Ms. Tucker's

apology or expression of remorse.
"My religion says to forgive, tum a
cheek. I'm not a perfect man. I cannot do
it," Thornton said. "I've heard her words.
I don't think they are heartfelt. I don't
believe her conversion. I don't believe her
Christianity."
Other wimesses held bands and cried.
"I love you, Karla," said Kari Weeks, Ms.
Tucker's sister.
Outside, hundreds of people and hordes
of news reporters waited for word about
the execution. When prison officials and

witnesses emerged, many cheered.
The execution came less than an hour
after the U.S. Supreme Court rejected an
I 1th-hour appeal and Gov. George W.
Bush refused to grant a 30-day reprieve,
saying her case bad been thoroughly
reviewed by appellate courts.
"I have concluded judgment about the
heart and soul of an individual on death
row are best left to a higher authority,''
Bush said. "May God bless Karla Faye
Tucker and God bless her victims and their
families.''

Edgar names Mark Boozell as his new chief of staff
Previous director
of legislative affairs
SPRINGFIELD (AP) -Gov.
Jim Edgar has named state
Insurance Department Director
Mark Boozell as his new chief
of s taff. Boozell, 42, will
replace 17-year s tate govern-

WILL

from page one

and helping each other during
this time of tragedy and grief.
" It's a shock - a tragic
thing," Jones said. Lawson Hall
residencs will discuss constructing a memorial visual to be
erected in the residence hall in
remembrance of Miss Will.

ment veteran Gene Reineke
beginning March l.
After three years in his current post, Reineke is leaving
Edgar's staff to join a Chicago
public relations firm, Hill and
Knowlton.
"Anybody who understands
state government knows that
there is no more impo r tant

HANNA

appointed position in state government than chief of staff for
the governor," Edgar said
Monday. "Gene has served with
great distinction."
Boozell took over the
Department of Insurance in July
1995. He has worked in a variety of state jobs and previously
served as Edgar's director of

1

legislative affairs.
The governor credited
Boozell with playing a key role
last year in helping him push an
education-funding package
through the General Assembly.
" I am convinced that we
would not have been successful
in getting something done on
education if Mark hadn't headed

up the efforts," he said.
Boozell now makes about
$80,000 a year.
The chief of staff position
carries an annual salary of about
$109,400, officials said.
In another personnel move,'
Edgar named his senior policy
adviser, Al Grosboll, as a
deputy chief of staff.

May l 997 audit was discussed.
According to the Illinois
Auditor General, appropriated
funds, revenue bonds, and local
funds need to be separated and
contain different service charges
instead of all three categories
being grouped into one big category.

Richard said the results of sep·
arating the funds wouJd entail
metering all bui ldings and all
business they do.
"This would mean lhe end of
many student accouncs," Richard
said. "We want to meet theu
intent, without having to meel
everything that they require."

frompageone

Springfield during this semester
but will not be available to go as
often as necessary to be
"successful."
Nilsen became responsible for
meeting with legislators after
Chris Merrifield, former Eastern
liaison to the capitol, was terminated effective June 30.

Nilsen urged Faculty Senate to
become more involved in
Springfield.
"Lobbying is not a one person
responsibility," Nilsen said.
"Multiple voices in Springfield
are very positive to this university."
In other senate news. Eastern 's

CHALLENGE frompageone ~~==-=~=====~
.Royle of .tl\~. Military .Science
department and Marilyn Deruiter,
director of the business and technology institute.
'
The idea for the complex was
initiated by Eastem's ROTC program during the 1996-97 academic
year. The ROTC wanted to have a
low-ropes structure on campus that
could be used for training and curriculum exercises.
Pommier, the Task Force
spokesperson, said the course complex could be used by the education, psychology and physical education departments as well as the
ROTC and the Student Recreation
Center. The complex would be
open to students and faculty and
could be used for sum.mer camp
gFOups.
Pommier described the Alpine
Tower II structure as "a tripod consisting of three 60-foot long telephone poles which contains
numerous rope and climbing challenges." The other principle struc-

The challenge cour~e complex is far less dangerous than
basketball and tennis, as has been proved in various
studies:'
- John Pommier, an instructor in the Leisure Studies
department and member of the Alpine challenge complex
task force
'

'

tures contain wall climbing and
repelling, low-rope climbing and
rope-swing components.
"The structures are very safe
with little risk. The challenge
course complex is far less dangerous than basketball and tennis, as
has been proved in various studies.
No special insurance would be
required of the university to cover
the complex, " Pommier said.
More than 100 universities and
institutions across the United States
have one or more of the Alpine
Towers components; Eastern
would be the first to have all three
components in one complex.

The Dally Eastern News

"The Alpine Towers adventure
complex would truly make Eastern
unique in the United States The
complex would be the envy of
other institutions," Pommier said.
Pommier believes collegebound students might choose to
attend Eastern over other universities based on the complex.
"If a few visitors ... use or view
the complex, they might choose
Eastern over others, and that would
repay Eastem's initial investment
for the complex."
Appalachian State University
has had its Alpine Towers 1 since
1991-92.

"Appalachian's Alpine tower
' nas had a Lremendous (eaction
from the student body. Our cower is
used by all students and staff, the
ROTC program, and variou s
groups. I have worked with numerous challenge courses. and our
Alpine Tower has been the easiest
lo work with in regards Lo userfriendliness and low-rope exercise
efficiency," said Rich Campbell,
coordinator of Challenge courses
for University Recreation.
Appalachian's s tudents are
charged $10 for each five-hour
. block and Campbell believes the
tower has "undoubtedly been a
good invesonent for the university."
Sanford University, located in
Birmingham, Ala., has had an
Alpine Towers II fuice 1996, and
bas had a slow student reaction
according to Joell Rule, Director of
Campus Activities. Rule points to
the $20-fee charged co students as
the main reason why students are

wary of using the tower.
·-·

" -Wi.~ hl\a;v~. ~.T~Yt.b~'f."1.'(
. ...,.i.......,... . ~

tions on the exercises and safety of
the tower from the students who
have used it," Rule said.
The complex could be operational by 1999.
"The project would take eight
weeks of preparation lime, two
weeks for construction and one
week for training of facilitators and
trainers," said Tom Zartman.
director for Eastern's proposed
project
A maximum of 75 students
could use the complex at one time
and il would include lighcs which
would allow for use during the
evening.
"Nighttime use would alleviate
crime on campus as students would
have ati activity co keep them
busy," Pommier said.
The proposed adventure com·
plex would cost about $150,000.
Funding of the project is still being
considered by the committee.
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-.;---i
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ATP lab helps students shed fat Students urged to get
By KRISTEN SWIATNICKI
Staff writer
The Assessment, Testing and
Placement Lab will give you a better, more healthy approach to life
and is accessible to Eastern students for free.
The ATP Lab, located in Lantz
Gymnasium, opened in the fall
semester of 1995 and is a physical
assessment program available to
students, staff and faculty.
··A variety of fi mess assessments including body composition.
which is the measurement of body
fat percentage, blood pressure.
muscular strength. flexibility. and
cardiovascular endurance. which
measures how efficienLJy the body
uses oxygen during exercise are
offered co help srudents improve
their overall physical condition."
said Gary Henderson. a physical
education graduate assistant in cardiac rehab and a staff member at
the ATP Lab.
Exercise prescriptions, which
mclude all a'i,o;essm~ms, ~re pl:>o
available. The ATP Lab offers personalized suggestions for approximate weight to use for various
exercises, different stretches, hean
rate range for aerobics and an average of how much to exercise per
week and for how long.
"Few students take advantage of
the exercise prescriptions."
Henderson said. '1t's mostly staff
and faculty members."
'"For (people) trying to increase
their overall physical condition, it's
best to come in for an exercise prescription," Henderson said.
The most popular assessment
among students is the body composition.
April Rigsby, an undergraduate
physiMJ·•emication majot and staff
member at the ATP Lab, said,
·'Before I worked here, I came here
about every six weeks to assess my
body composition. Each time 1
came back my body fat percentage
went down."
"We usually recommend to people after getting their body composition to come back in after six to
eight weeks. Most people who do
come back in have lost some body

involved on campus
during panel discussion
By SHINNELLE DISMUKES
Staff Writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Gary Henderson, a graduate assistant and staff member of the ATP
lab, teaches April Rigsby, a senior physical education major, how to
take a test in administering YMCA bicycle protocol Tuesday in Lantz
Gym.
fat because those are the people major, said "I came to get blood
who are sticking to their program." pressure and body composition
Henderson said. "It's also impor- assessments for a class. However,
tant to remember that it takes time I plan on using them. I want to see
to reduce body fat percentage."
my body fat percentage and work
Last semester, almost 1000 on lowerin_g it by the end o( the
assessments were done for stu- semester."
dents, staff, and faculty members,
The ATP Lab is open for walkHenderson said.
ins, but Henderson suggests mak"Unfortunately," Henderson ing an appointment first to ensure a
said, ''most students come because staff member will be available to
they are required to for a class."
help you. To make an appointment
He said he would like to see this call theATPLabat581-7109.
change. "We're not just here for
..Everyone has to start someP.hysical education students, we where, so getting in here would be
opened to help benefit everyone," a good place to start," Henderson
Henderson said.
said.
Greg Rude, a freshman business

'

'

Students need to inter-

act with other students
Taking one step can get students
on the road to success. said and get involved:'
Annette Samuels, assistant professor of journalism and moderator of
- James Robinson Ill,
"Leading with Soul."
Taylor
Hall
resident assistant
About 25 sn1dents attended the
program which addressed student
few minority students involved in
involvement on campus.
campus
organiz.ation~.
The panel discussion was held
Robinson said that if more
Wednesday night in the Kansas
room of the Martin Luther King Jr. freshman get involved the diminUniversity Union. The panel ishing minority population, particincluded. Jame~ Robini.on III. a ularly African Americans. will
Resident Assistant in Taylor Hall: increase each semester. He said
Yolanda Williams. a graduate stu- that student!> need to cake a chance.
William~ said students should
dent; and Ryan Willenon. a graduget
to know their teachers because
ate student.
The panelists agreed that minor- it is very rewarding. She noted an
ity students should become experience she had when receiving
involved with organizations and a scholarship on the recommendaactivities on campus co prepare tion of a teacher.
Williams said being a leader of
them for real life situations and
help them adjust to student life. a sorority helped her become very
Also emphasized were certain open and involved. Greek life can
opportunities gained by becoming rake a student many different
ways, she said
involved.
However, Williams emphasized
Samuels said that participation
the importance of minority stuis important for all student<>.
She said that every one should get dents becoming involved in more
involved in on-campus activities. than just greek activities.
"It is fme being active, but (sruBeing involved on campus in orgadents)
must branch out from their
nizations will help anyone in the
fraternity and sororities," Williams
working world, she said
Robinson spoke about his obli- said.
Samuels said being involved in
gations and responsibilities of
on-campus
activities helps students
being an RA
·bridge
between
high school, colRobinson said he noticed his
freshman year that their were lege and work.
Willerton emphasized the
many opportunities for minority
imponance
of getting involved in
students.
"Students need to interact with the entire community and taking
other students and get involved," an active role in organizations so
Robinson said. He added there are students can test the waters for
career.

Correction - - - - - - - - - An article in Tuesday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported who can be
involved in the Peer Education

Program. Freshmen can apply
now to take part in the program
for their sophomore year. The
News regrets the error.

Jury selection begins for second suspect in Ellison murder
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
. ;if

lJI Jt'

f'

•

Jucy trial s~l~clioq begap at 9 a,m,
Tuesday in the CQles County Courthouse
for the trial of Marcus Douglas, 23, of
Mattoon. Douglas is charged as being an
accomplice in the murder of Shane
Ellison on Jan. 4, 1996.
Also being charged with Ellison's
murder is Charles Drum, 27, of Mattoon.
Thomas Drum, 24, of Mattoon was convicted earlier this year of taking part in
Ellison's murder and was sentenced to 20
years in prison.
Judge Ashton Waller presided, asking
each of the 14 prospective jurors their

name, occupation and if they had any
recollection of television or radio information broadcast about Douglas .
Waller al~o asked if the jurors knew
any of the witnesses and if they did, he
asked if jurors' knowledge would affect
their decision to Douglas's right to a fair
trial. He asked the jurors if they would
be fair to both sides, if they would follow jury instructions at the end of the
case and if they had ever served on a past
jury, and if they bad, if it would affect
their decision in this trial.
Waller then brought each prospective
juror inclividually into a separate room
for further questioning on several private
matters.

Douglas's attorney Nancy Owen and
Appellate Prosecutor Ed Parkins agreed
Monday with Waller that individu.al
questioning would be satisfactory in
determining if any of the jurors would be
affected by pretrial publicity and, in turn,
would not be fair in Douglas's trial.
As per Owen's request, Parkins is
prosecuting Douglas in place of Steve
Ferguson because Ferguson heard testimony from Douglas at Thomas Drum's
trial. Owen was concerned that
Ferguson's previous knowledge of
Douglas's testimony would not present a
fair trial.
Douglas is the second of the three men
accused of Ellison's murder to stand

The Union Bowling Special
Every Wednesday & Thursday

6:00-10:30 pm
Sunday red pin bowling

4-10:30 pm

for more information
call 581-7457
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King Union

trial. Charles Drum's trial is set for
-March 10.
When police searched Douglas's residence, they ·r ound blood in a garbage can
that hac! been placed in his oven, a
bloody washcloth and blood on the grass
and leaves of the purported scene of
where Ellison was beaten on Douglas's
property.
A paper towel containing blood found
in a garbage bag was found in a dumpster located behind Bob's Bastside
Package Liquor Store in Mattoon, where
the victim's wallet was also found. Three
hammers, believed to have been used in
Ellison's murder, were also found at the
scene of the murder.

Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 98-99
•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities

•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck

LI"N"CC)L"N"WC)C)I:)
PI"N"E'TR.EE A.P'TS
(across from Carman Hall)

2219 S. 9th St. #17

345-6000
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Student Senate must
look-to new faces
for productive ideas
The ~tudent Senate is finally seeing some
.I. action.
Following a long semester of little newsworthy
movement within the senate, a glimmer of action
is seen with the departure of five senate members
this semester.
Citing time conflicts and personal reasons, the
five senate members resigned their seats and were
quickly replaced this
semester.
All the resigning
senate members had clear
reasons for their move
and a strong opinion of the senate's current situation. The former senate members commented that
the lack of progress. weak communication and
internal focus as dowqfalls of the senate. A more

Media not wrong in coverage of scandal
ln the past few days il seems
the Jan. 26 edition of The News
"The job of the
was about an Eastern graduate
even more controversial lhan the
who interned in the White
Clinton sex scandal is the way
media is to put
House and his first-hand experithe media ts handling the scanpressure on public ence there.
dal.
Columnists, such as myself,
Some may say the constant
officials such as
speculation of the president's
magazines and talk shows such
the president to
alleged affair is not fair and is
as "Cross Fire" and "Meet the
keep them
Press" have speculated if the
too much pure speculation withmedia is taking the allegations REAGAN BRANHAM
accountable to the out the facts to back up the alletoo far and covering them too Regular columnist
gations.
public. "
extensively. Media personalities,
But the job of the media is to
along with the public, wonder
put pressure on public officials
whether the president is being treated fairly.
such as the president to keep them accountable to the
A few months ago it was the Diana tragedy that the public. Just because the president doesn' l want the
media was obsessing over, and these columnists, maga- Monica Lewinsky allegations in the press does not mean
zines and TV shows were asking the same questions the media should ignore what is being said.
What may tum into a problem, however, is if the press
about the media's coverage of that event. Has the media
gone berserk over Diana? Is the media at fault or is the is ignoring other major news events in order to cover the
allegations. For instance, many newspapers sent reporters
public demanding continual coverage of Diana?
The same answers probably apply to the Clinton scan- to cover the Pope's visit to Havana, but then sent the
dal as they did to the Diana tragedy.
reporters home to cover the allegations against Clinton.
While the allegations certainly deserve attention, they
The public is outraged at the media's coverage of the
Clinton scandal. but at the same time they are buying should not take away from coverage of other newsworthy
everything that has a front page "exclusive" story about events.
it. The media is a money-making business, and if the
The public has every right to know what the president
story wasn't selling the media wouldn't be covering it the is doing and possibly telling others to do. To say that they
way they are. The newspapers, magazines and TV shows think the media is putting too much pressure on Clinton
is, in effect, saying they trust without question what be
are trying to give people what they want.
So are the media at fault for their coverage of the has done.
alleged Clinton scandal? Some say Newsweek is going
Although Clinton may not have done anything with
overboard in their 33-page special repon in their Tuesday Lewinsky, or any female making' allegations against ,him,
issue. The same is being said about the constant coverage to question him about their relationship and about possibly making her lie on oath is not something to criticize
from nearly every newspaper in the country.
Or what about other media, including The Daily the media for.
Eastern News, interviewing every White House intern -Reagan Branham, is editor in chief and a weekly
they can get their bands on to find out how much contact columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
interns had with the president? The front page story in address is curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.

Editorial

in-depth in vesti'gatiorr·qf these problems may
prove beneficial to the senate, and the campus it ·

represents.
So far this school year. the senate has done little
to serve the students. They have been a virtually
silent body that meets weekly. Perhaps the reason
is that the senate bas become an internal body.
Struggling so hard to reorganize themselves. it has
left the students they represent out in the cold.
By not serving the students, the senate is not
completing its purpose. It is not acting as a governing body to the students, but merely a tedious hour
every Wednesday night.
Supposedly seated as the leaders of the campus,
the current senate has been inactive for the past six
months. Determining the cause for its non-efficiency on campus is imperative.
Five members is not a lot to lose. But, the reason
behind their departure. aside from time conflicts. is
disturbing. The.senate is not being seen as productive from within. so it obviously can't be seen as
productive from the outside.
The five new members seated are already discussing new ideas and potential changes they hope
to make.
These new faces need to bring fresh ideas to the
senate, and they need to see these ideas implemented. Too many projects have been left behind,
its time for the senate to take action. This is way
overdue.
Student Senate needs to take another look at its
purpose on the campus and if they are fulfilling
those expectations as best they can.
The answers should be obvious.

' ., today's quote
Good words are worth much,
and cost little.
- George Herbert

University does not
have money to hire
search company
To the editor:
I am clisappointed with the BOT's
decision to hire an outside consuJLing
firm to find a replacement for
President Jorns. The DEN expressed
its support of this decision on Jan. 28
in an editorial. I would like to provide
three reasons why I am opposed to
this.
First, we have sufficient resources
(faculty/staff/students/administrations)
on campus to handle the process. We
are reminded regularly of the importance of shared governance, and as our
aclministralors are aware faculty and
staff want (and certainly deserve) to
have as much input as possible in decisions that affect us.
A few years ago, I served on a vicepresidential search committee where
administrators. faculty, staff and students were weU represented. We had
several excellent candidates. and the
search process was conducted effectively and efficiently. Given that
President Joms reported his impending
resignation early. there is ample time to
gather the campus community together
for an adequate search. I ask the BOT
to please keep in mind that university
presidents, as part of their contract. frequently have the option to teach while
in office. and return to an academic

your turn
department upon the completion of
their contract. This makes adequate
faculty representation even more relevanL
Second. 1 llnd it irritating that on a
campus where salaries are low. amount
spent per student is low. and departments are provided limited budgets.
basic insuuctional tools as well as for
long-dbtance phone calls. and travel to
conventions. that the BOT is willing to
spend several thousand dollars on a
search that would be much Jess costly
on campus. No "approximate" dollar
figures were provided to the press
about the cost of this process. but I
would guess that the university could
distribute the money in more effective
ways.
Ttiird, any outside firm doesn't
know this campus and its culture. The
BOT doesn't necessarily know; however the administrators, faculty, staff
and students who work or attend here
everyday know this campus intimately.
I understand that an 11-member campus search committee will be fonned
but more campus representation needs
to be included. and 1 still find no compelling reason why the search committee couldn't be in charge of the entire
hiring process.
Ultimately, I think hiring an outside
firm is sending an implicit, if not
explicit message that the campus can-

not conduct an effective search. Also. a
second implicit message seems to be
that while faculty and staff should
scrimp and save (and purchase many
of their classroom things). the BOT is
not answerable to us in terms of how
THEY spend money.
While I agree that members of our
university community spend an inordinale amount of time on committee
work, participation in a presidential
search seems like a basic and necessary aspect of shared governance. I
recognize that the president is ultimately hired by and answerable to the BOT.
The nature of a university president\
job, however. combined with the collegialit) inherenl in a university necessitates substanlive involvement by members of the university commuruty.

Gail Mason
speech communication
professor

--

Letters poUcy

The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local. state.
national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author"s name. telephone
number and address. StudenL' must indicate their year 1n scnool and major.
Faculty, adminisLration and staff should
indicate their position and department.
Letters whose authors cannot be verified
will not be printed. Depending on space
constraints, letters may have to be edited.
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Charleston to welcome
a new, larger post office
By JAIME HODGE
Citv editor
Charleston residents may have
a\ailablc to chem a more effi• ent , modern post office in
replacement of the current one af
details arc worked out during a
discussion concerning the
amount of money the city council
will donate to the project.
"Once the regional office gives
us the approval, the building of
the new post office will need
backing of the cicy population
and backing of the city council,
because (the postal advisory
council) is not about to come in
and go against local government." said Tom Maruna. co.:hair of the Postal Advisory
Council.
"Tectinltall~ we ~?,n•t ne~d

appi10~1 '¥ro~ 'ffie1'ci\y;cH'J~Hi1.

However, we need their cooperation for running utilities out to

the new site, what will the city
help out with - those are questions still unanswered."
Maruna said he hopes that a
building similar to the post office
in Bourbonnais will be erected in
Charleston, which would triple
che size of the present Charleston
post office, located at 320 Sixth
St., and would benefit the
Charleston area greatly.
"Just (with it) being a new
building. better parking (and)
easier access to the availability to
the retail part of the process (will
benefit,)" Maruna said. "Behind
the scenes . (Charleston postal
workers) are so crowded. For
example. (the Charleston post
office got) a new scale and (the
building is) so crowded that they
have co put it on the back dock.
so when
'ha\ie to weigh mail,
1
illey have to work outside."
Maruna said the council is
considering a new post office

m'h

because the presenl one has no
room for expansion. If the old
post office was lo be expanded, ii
would wipe out what little parking they had now, ~1aruna said.
''It would ha\C a much larger
retail area. meaning that the post
office has goucn into selling lots
of items, (like) tics, books.
stamps ... and we just don't have
any time for that in the current
post office... Maruna said. "This
will have that. Obviously. parking is a big issue and there will
be more than enough parking
space for everybody."
A proposed site is located on
three to four acres of land on east
Illinois Route 16, south of Adams
Funeral Home. The land was
donated by Ed Buxton. a
Charleston resident.
Marona said the process of
building a new post office would
be expedited if the donated properly would be approved by the

JAM1 MEHLENBECK/Staff photographer
The Charleston Post Office, 320 Si..nh St., will be soon be replaced with
a nett; more modem building capable of serving increased business.

advisory council because a land
search would not be needed. The
scate has already approved the
road access. Marona said, and if
the land site were approved. it
might realistically take a year and
a half to complete, rather than the
current estimation of two years.
Maruna said that no tax money
would be used because the post
office would use its own money.

"Anytime - the post office
builds a new facility, there is not
tax money used. The post office
at best, is a quasi· government
agency, so it pays for itself,"
Marona said. 'This is all postal
money. The argument from t1)e
citizens that (they) have betta
things Lo do with (their) t<fx
money is not viable because it's
not a bit of tax money."

City council OK's $40,000 Student Senate to review
for repairs, maintenance meeting attendance policy
By JAIME HODGE
City editor

The Charleston City Council Tuesday
approved a $40,000 grant for various
repairs and maintenance to street lights.
benches, bike racks, parking lots and sidewalks within e Tax Increment Ftnancing
Dlstrtet
ton.
The grant also will pay for a $15,000 to
$20,000 overlaying of parking lot E. located next to What's Cook.in' restaurant, 409
Seventh St. The money will cover annual
maintenance expenses use~ on street lights,
sidewalk repairs, bike racks and parking

lots.
Also approved by the city council was a
of an 18-month agreement
between the City of Charleston and Coles
Together, an economic development ser1 ice. Coles Together deals with the industrial and commercial development of
Charleston and Mattoon.
The new agreement would not require
the cit) to pay any extra money but would
change the cycle of payments from an
annual plan to an 18-month plan in order
re~olution

for the payments to fall in with the city's
fiscal year, which begins on May 1.
A resolution balancmg the actual 1997
City of Charleston Street Motor Fuel Tax
Fund Maintenance Expenditures with the
Illinois Department of Transportation
Motor Fuel Tax authorized expenditure was
also apJ?.roV~ by the city council.
Charleston's expenditures for the past
year totaled $340,000, although the city
was only approved for $320,000 to
$330,000 by the !DOT. Charleston originally bid to spend $370,000, so the city actual1y expended less than previously bid,
although more than the IDOT approved.
The resolution is only "paperwork housekeeping," Nicholson said.
Also approved by the city council:
• An ordinance granting a variation permitting the construction of an east addition to
an accessory building at 69 Mitchell Ave.
• A resolution appropriating Motor Fuel
Tax Funds to prepare design and construction engineering and right-of-way acquisition for an improvement to Decker Springs
Road from Route 316 north to Windsor
Road.

By AMY THON
Student government editor
A bylaw change requiring senate members to attend the meeti ngs of their
assigned recognized student organization
will be up for approval at tonight's Student
Senate meeting.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Effingham Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The bylaw change states that senate
members will be assigned to one student
organization and all on-campus senate
members will also be assigned as a representative to a residence hall.
Additionally, if a senate member misses
two consecutive meetings it will be equal
to one absence from senate. Senate members are required to attend two meetings
each month but cannot miss two in a row.
"It's a simple change but something that
should be looked into," Senate Speaker
Doug Stepansky said.
The bylaw change was written by -.enate members Keith Cosentino and Melissa

Girten. Girten said the changes were necessary to clarify the requirements for senate members. She said previously, the consequences of missing the meetings was not
clear in the bylaws.
'The bylaws now clearly states an on
campus senate member will be assigned to
a residence hall," Girten said.
Cosentino said he wanted to put the
consequences on paper so that jt would be
clear and put it directly in the bylaws.
A resolution concerning the computer
Jabs also will be o n the agenda fo r
tonight's meeting.
Senate members Justin Brinkmeyer and
Melissa Riley authored the resolution. This
resolution. if approved. will recommend
the computer labs in residence halls be
available to those living off campus when
other computer Jabs on campus are closed.
Riley said this resolution is in response
to student's complaints about having difficulty m finding an open computer lab. She
also said since all student<; pay the same
computer and technology fee they should
all have the same computers available.

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a

PHOTO AND MESSAGE

The Dally Ea.stern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad Is to run)

,~

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!

Adim

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Dally Lutem News

Restaurant &
Banquet Facility
16 oz Drafts $1 .75 WED LUNCH SPECIAL
Daiquiri's $2.05
Bar Mixers $2.05
ML&BL

1412 4th St.
Charleston
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CAA to continue discussion
about Eastern's core education
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday wiJI continue
its discussion of the general
education and begin discussion
of a Fall New Student
Convocation.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
CAA Chair Mary Durkin
Wohlrabe said the general education discussion is the main
agenda item.
"General education focus
groups were held Jast week, so
we will be hearing a summary of
the focus groups by (council
member) Jill Owen," Wohlrabe
said. "Once we hear the summary, l would like to ho ld an
erview discussion on general

'

'

Maybe the university
could hold a big
assembly for all new freshman
and incoming transfer students~

- Mary Durkin Wohlrabe,
CAA chair
education. By that time, we'll be
ready for the second round of
focus groups."
Wohlrabe said the CAA is
excited to begin discussions on a
Fall New Student Convocation
program.
"Maybe the university could
hold a big assembly for all new
freshman and incoming transfer
students," Wohlrabe said.
She said the ceremony would
include faculty being dressed in

their lau reates and students
being dressed up.
"We, as a university, would
be welcoming these students to
Eastern," Wohlrabe said. "I
think it would be nice."
Wohlrabe said plans may be
finalized and in place by early
August, just in time for the Fall
1998 semester.
"For plans to be finalized, the
university would need to get a
tremendous amount of support,
but it could happen," Wohlrabe
said.
Wohlrabe also said she is
happy to see the CAA beginning
to take on more issues.
"I think we are getting much
more done now that we don't
have to worry about approving
more core classes," Wohlrabe
said. "We are now able to take
an issue by issue approach that
will benefit us in the long run."

Graduate forums to be held in spring
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Eight forums will be conducted
by the graduate school in a series
entitled "The Graduate Forums."
A committee of graduate coordinators nominated people who
would be qualified and knowledgeable in the areas the committee was highligh ting for the
forums.
" T his is an opportunity for
graduate students to hear from a
known speaker in their field," said
Robert Augustine, professor of
communication
disorders.
"(Students) would normally pay a
lot of money (to see the speakers)
at a conference or workshop,"
Augustine said.

The first forum, "Reflections
on Spies and Historians," will feature Sheila Kerr, Ph.D. as the
keynote speaker to talk during a
luncheon discussion for graduate
students focused on either history
or political science. Kerr will hold
discussion from 12:15 p.m. until
l: 15 p.m. Thursday in Coleman
Hall, Room 333.
Kerr is scheduled to address
"the possibilities and problems of
doing Intelligence History or of
researching the opaque world of
espionage in general," according a
forum flier.
Kerr is a professor of British
histo ry at Westminster ColJege
and holds a lecturer appointment
in the department of politics and
contemporary history at the

University of Sanford.
Future forums scheduled during March and April are:
• "Psychotropic Medication for
Children and Adolescents with
Depression"
• "Writer's Block in Academia
and Beyond: the Experience of
Thesis Writer"
• "Faculty Research Fair"
• "Recent Advances in the
Treatment of Adults with
Papaphilic Disorders"
• "Adventures in A.tmo~p.heric
Science"
• "Quality Management"
• 'The Future: Measuring Effects
of Dysphasia Management and
Research,"
All sessions are free and open
to any graduate student.

Sigma Sigma Sigma
•

•

Proudly presents their 1998 New
Members:

Barbara Aide
Lori Chaney
Sarah Hagan
Melinda Hickox
Krystle Logue
Heather Manring
Sarah Reynolds
Stephanie Schwenk
Angela Vogl
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Orientation Leaders
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Theater society takes center stage
on social change in 'The Dutchman'
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor

'

Past race relations will take
center stage tonight when Indigo,
a student-run African-American
!heater society, performs "The
Dutchman," a play that focuses
on experiences and feelings
between members of the AfricanAmencan and Caucasian races.
Indigo. founded in 1995 by
senior theater major Juanta
Bennett. will p resent "The
Dutchman" by Amiri Baraka at 8
p.m. in the Rathskeller, located
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, in honor of
African-American,
History
Month. Indigo promotes AfricanAmerican culture through theater, Bennett said.
Bennett said Indigo has a similar phi losoph:y to one Baraka

Ameri cans s u ffe red, Bennett
said.
"There are provocative undertones," she added.
"The Dutchman" stars Katie
Reidy, a junior psychology
major, and Darnen Edwards, a
freshman theater major.
Benneu said the play does not
focus on the two characters, but
on previous situations between
blacks and whites.
This is one of Indigo's three
performances of the year. Indigo
continues its performances based
on the revenue from previous
performances. Bennett said all
students are invited and admission is free.
"I encourage students to continue to support Indigo," Bennett
said. "This is not about just being
black, because we k now about
being black."

'

This is not about just
being black, because
we know about being black."

- Juanta Bennett,
Indigo founder
adopted.
" l see art as a weapon and as a
weapon of revolution," Bennett
quoted Baraka as saying.
"Indigo hopes to be a revolution," Bennett said. "It hopes to
bring about social change. That
is what it is here for."
Bennett said Iodigo gives
African-Americans the chance to
do theater from their own perspective.
I ndigo will perform "The
Dutchman" to relate some of the
trials and tribu lations African-

eprah takes the stand in law suit

I

AMAR ILLO. Texas (AP) _
Oprah Winfrey took the stand
Tuesday in the $10.3 million lawsuit filed against her by Texas cattlemen and said she had little to do
with putting together an episode
on mad cow disease, relyin g
instead on a "team of producers."
The talk show host, her production company and vegetarian
activist Howard Lyman are being
sued for slander over an April
1996 show titled "Dangerous
Foods" that included a segment
on mad cow disease.

problems over lbe years. but that
they're smart enough to make up
their own minds about what to eat.
"I know people track my record
on losing weight because I have
been d ieting for 20 years, but
there's a difference between issues
on diet a nd issues o n losi ng
weight." said Ms. Winfrey.
Ms. Winfrey said she had a
responsibility to put out a balanced and non-inflammatory show
and to make sure her guests told
the rruth as they knew it. but that
she left it to her producers to actually put the show together.
,.;
,

show caused already slumping
cattle prices to fall to 10-year
lows. They are suing under a state
law lhat protects agricultural products from false and defamatory
remarks.
Joe Coyne, an attorney for lhe
cattlemen. suggested Ms. Winfrey
was especiall y influential on
issues involving food because she
has made her own diet a public
issue.
Ms. Winfrey, who swore off
hamburgers d uring the show,
acknowledged that viewers listen
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Wednesday, February 4, 1998

The Dally Eastern News

clas ified advertisin

8
Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Roommates

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46

COUNSELORS AND WILDER·
NESS TRIP LEADERS NEEDED
for W1sconsln camp . Good salary,
room and board, transportation,
great t raining. Ca ll 1·800-480·
1188 and come see us at the Job
fair on Feb. 2.

NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year No pets. $235/ mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

EFFICIENCY, CLEAN , NEAT
AVAILABLE MAY & Aug ust .
Resp onsible People only N o
pets, No parties. Call 348-8821

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Nice .
Wi D, south of square. $780 per
month. Call 345-2730.

---------~ 6

FALL 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM HOUSES, 2/ 3 bedroom apartments.
Close to campus 348·5032.

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR 2 BEDROOM APT ON
TAFT. Beautiful fum1Shed apt. w/
washer/dryer & huge bedroom
$220 mo + 112 ut1htoes. Pets present. Call Shana 345-1305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111

~---------------·~4

EARN WHILE YOU LEAAN 1 TO
GET YOUR INSIDERS GUIDE
TO FINDING AND OBTAINING
GRANT MONEY CALL TOLL
FREE
_ _ 1·8813-730-ROJO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

Make Money
SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 345·
4197 or 235-1544.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 2123
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000. Credit
card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
SSNISA application. Call 1-800·
932-0528 ex1 65. Ouahhed calls
receive
FREE
T-SHIRT.
_ __
__
__ __ _ 214
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK: Raise
all the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus .
No lnvestmenl & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for 1nformabon today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.
215
G-=
"" o.,...v"'·T=-=F-=o-=R-=E:-:C'"'"L-=o:-:s:-:E:-:
D- ho-m.es
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
tax, Repo's. REO's. Your area.
Toll Free 1-800·218·9000 Ext. H·
2262 for current listings.
-------,--=------------214
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills. Never repay. Toll Free 1·
800-218-9000 Ex1. G-2262.
214
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porshes. Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps,
4WO's. Your area. Toll Free 1·
800·218·9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current
listings.
___
_ _ __ __ _.214

Help Wanted
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE SUMMER (6121·8120).
OUTSTANDING BROTHER/SIS·
TEA SPORTS
CAMP ON
LARGEST N'EW ENGLAND
LAKE. SEEK SKILLED COUN·
SELORS FOR LANO, WATER
SPORTS, ARTS. EXCELLENT
SALARIES. ROOM, BOARD
ANO TRANSPORTATION PAID.
INTERVIEWS
AVAILABLE.
COME SEE US ON CAMP DAY,
214/98. ROBINDEL (GIRLS) 888860-1186, WIN AUKEE (BOYS)
800-791·2018
www.winaukee.com.

----------~214

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
Forests, Beach Resorts, Dude
Ranches, Rafting Companies,
Nationwide openings. Call
(919)933-1939, ex1. A221 .

--

- - - 214

HELP WANTED FOR 27 YR .
OLD DISABLED MAN in
Charleston . No experience necessary. 5 hrs /day Feb. 16·28.
Bathing, dressi ng, & toileting
required $6/hour Contact M ke
Jones 348-5822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _21
. 10
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT· Discover how to
work In exotic locatlons, meet fun
people, while earning a living In
these exci ting industries. For
employment information, call :
517.324.3090 Ex1. C57381.

216
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RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4·6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL·
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES .
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts available .
Flexible scheduling also avail·
able. No experience necessary.
Paid training is provided.
Applicallons may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street. Charleston II 61920
E.O.E.
.5/4
c Au 1-=
s -=
E- &
. ,.--...,.L--,A-:-N,-::D,--=Tou A
EMPLOYMENT-Earn
to
$2000/month. Free world travel
(Europe, Caribbean, etc.) Our
service recommended by US
News/World Reports. (919)933·
1939, ex1. C221 .

---=--------313
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3,000/month in fisheries, parks,
resorts. Airfare! Food/Lodging!
Our service recommended by US
News/World Reports. (919)933·
1939, ex1. A221 .

___ _ _ _____313

WANTED RESPONSIBLE STU·
DENTS to market/manage
Citibank promotions on campus .
Make your own hours. No travel
Earn $400+/wk. Call 800-932·
0528. ex1. 117.

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease,
no _
pets.
345·3148.
___
_Call
__
_ __.514
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash
p/u included. 2 blocks from campus.
_
_Call
_ 348-0350.
_ _ _ _ _ __.514
NEW 3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH,
washer/dryer, garage. Available
In June. Responsible People only.
No pets, No parties. Call 348·
8821.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _216

--------~·313

------~--514

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345·6000
____________.514
THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
h ouse & apartmen ts , close to
campus.
Call 345-6621
__________
514
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
~4

EFFICIENCY APT- FO
- A
- 98
- ·99.
Furnished, great location, $350
Included utilities, 10 mo. lease.
345-4185
_ 214
FOR RENT: Large 2 bedroom
apartments, close to campus, furnished, laundry facilities, central
air. For 3 or 4 people. Call 349·
8824 (9-5) or leave a message.
_____________ _ 2119
FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroom
house, close to campus, trash
pick up provided For 4 or more
people. Call 349·8824 (9·5) or
leave a message.
--:--:--:--..,-------:,.,--2119
1,2,3 bedroom apts Close to
campus. Call for availability. Old
Towne Mgt. 345-8533

.,,.-,---::'."'.'7=-..,...,,==- --,,..,:514

CAMPUS APTS, 2·3 BED·
ROOMS FOR 2-3 GIRLS. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between
p.m._ _ _ _216
_ __3-9
__

-----~----~514

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
1 BEDROOM APT: for one /two
furnished, great location. $400
Includes utilities. 10 mo. lease for
98-99.
345-4185
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _214
VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM for
3-4 people. Fully tumished. Near
Buzzard Building. Call 348-0157
-- - - - - -- - __2111
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished, large private sun deck
near Old Maln. Call 348-0157
_ _ 2111

Name: _____________ _ _

~

Address:--- - - - -- - - - -- - Under Class1focauon of -

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Expiration code (office use only)----------~
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compos1tor _ __ __
no. words/days
:J Cash
Payment:

Amount due:$ - - -::l Check
~ Credit

-

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone-: _ _ __ _ _ _Student

0 Yes :l No

Dates to r u n - - - - - -- - - -- - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents i:ier word each consec·
ut1ve day thereafter. Students With vahd ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 15 word m1n1mum.
Student ads must be paid 1n advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste

----------~6

Sublessors

PARK PLACE· Three Bedroom
apartment. sublessors wanted for
summer. More info? Call 348·
6156
2112
su
-=-_ B
__L.....
E-SS_O_R
_ N_E-E D
_E__D_ l_M_MEDI·

_ _ _ _ ______514

GREAT STUDENT HOUSE FOR
·s persons- furnished, large lawn.
One block from O'Brien field . Call
Howard
348-7853.
_ _ _at_
_ __ ___514

ATELY for SP 98 and SU 98, own
bedroom, in nice 2 BR house,
W/D , rent very negotiable, 1306
A St. Call 348-5844 or (847)487·
6309

FURNISHED
BASEMENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT $275
month. Utihhes furnished 345-

OWN ROOM IN
washer/dryer, big screen TV.
$180/month plus utilities. 345·
4496

POTEETE
PROPERTY
RENTALS-Four and five bedroom
houses and two and three bed·
room apartments available. Nice,
clean and updated. Call now for
best selection for 1998-1999
school
year.
_ __
_ 345-5088.
_ __ _ _ 2117

- -- - - -- -- 2113
1 MALE SUBLESSOR SP98.
Near Buzzard. Short-term lease.
can 348-0157.
-,--..,--,-~-::--:-~·2116
Advertise in the Dally Eastern
News. It pay!!ll

00/l-IA

_ __ _ ______ 514

- - - - - -- - - 2119

34 0neofthe
Church1lls
35 Medicinal plant
on g1f1 tags
36 Musical
&Telephone
compos1t1on
device
suffix
10 Killer whale
38Gibbsof
14 Unanimously
country music
1s Mme, to Manet
.co Geom shape
16Whatsome
vacationers do 41 Loamy soil
deposit
nSeasonal
accomphsh·
43 Long times
ment #1
45 Small: Suffix
200urat1on
<&&Seasonal
21 Med students'
accomphsh·
studies
ment#3
22 Sports event
49 Harvard1te·s
24 "Inside Politics·
nval
broadcaster
so "Thats a
1•
useasonal
51 Dives
accomplish·
56 Blazing
ment #2
33 Book before
eo Advice to the
Joel.Abbr.
accomplisher

ADOPTION IS A LIFETIME OF
LOVE. Professor dad & stay-athome soetal worker mom long to
become parents. All the things
you want for your baby-love, ten·
demess, respect, all of life's pos·
slbfllties Including college· we
want too . Let's lovingly plan
together a happy & secure future
for your baby. Please call Barbara
& Joe toll free at H!00-484-7983
access code 9655.

LEATHER BIKER JACKET•
Barely worn . Paid $150. Sell for
$65. Call 348·6373

~------------~215
83 CHEVY CELEBRITY PIS P/8,
2 new tires . Good Cond. 900 obo
235-3878.

--------~2111

s

CIRCLE K Big Brother/Big Sister ValentJne's Party today at 5:30 p.m.
In Andrews Hall Basement.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN Wednesday evening bible study today at 8
p.m. 1n the Immanuel Lutheran Student Center Corne and study \he
book of Daniel.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES Bible study today at
7 p.m. In the Shelbyville room of the MLK Union
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATOR'S CLUB meeting with ACEI today at 7
p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.
NEWMAN. CATHOLIC CENTER Mass toda\Ull-1 pm at SI Cbades
Church. St. Charles Church ls located on the comer of 10th and
Jefferson.
ACEI general meeting today at 7 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. Come
to our first meeting In our new building!
BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE weekly meeting today at 7 p.m. In the
Sullivan room. Everyone Is welcome to attend.

AVAILABLE FEB. 1ST. Male to
share house. Utilities, cable,
washer,
dryer
furnished.
$280/mth. $150 deposit. 348·
1036.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

FOR RENT across from
Pemberton Hall. 348-0006.

Adoption

-

3 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR
CAMPUS, 4 people needed 3452416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

O~-N=
E~B~
E~
D~
RO_O_M_A_P_A_R_T-MENT

LOST PUPPY-3 month old black
and tan, sheppard rottwe1ller rrux.
lost on 1131, name 1s Kelsey,
maroon collar. If found please call
345-0197. Reward!

3"'8R"lio~'Y

3834.
---------~214

7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 7
GIRLS. 1 blk from campus .
Washer & dryer. parking, trash. 9
month lease $180 month. 348·
0710 after 4 p.m.
2112

Lost & Found

~---------215

MACARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS 1 gin, upperclassman, to
share a 2 bedroom furnished apt.
345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.514

216

:-=-=-=-=---------=-=--514

FOR REN~ 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE, Spacious Rooms, No
pets $225/person p/u 708·386·
3240.

~---------3/4

HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garage, avail·
able May. Respon sible people
only. No pets, n o parties. Call
348-8821.

EXTRA NICE FURNISHED APT.
for 2 persons with 1O ft. bedroom
Very close to EIU. Call Howard at
348-7653.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Best
value . Close to campus . Two
bedroom, nicely furnished apart·
ments. 250 each for 2. Ten month
lease. 348-0288.
-2112
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX. NICE,
On campus, 2 at $235 or 3 at
$175.
_ _Call
__ 345-2730.
_ _ _ _ _ _216

1 They're found

Classified Ad Form

---

2 BEDROOM ON THE SQUARE.
Water and garbage included.
Rent discounts available.
$420/mo. 345-3479.

ACROSS

The Daily Eastern News

--~~~---~~6

SUMMER OF 1998 ONLY: Few 2
and 3 bedroom units available
Fully furnished mid-campus loca·
lions. Can 348-0157.
- - - _2112
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN·
HOUSE 10 mo. lease avail. Fall
98-99 for 5 students. All modem
amenities. 345-9355.
216
Lc-:EA~S,.,.IN
""."G
::--::
F""
o-=
A-F
=-A.,..Ll.,..·, 1-.2.,,-. -a....
nd 3
bedroom fum1shed apts. No pets
Call for appointment 345-7286

ONE BEDROOM UNFUA·
NISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT phone and cable. NO
PETS and NO PARTIES. 345·
6759
FOR RENT 6 BEDROOM, 2
BATH HOUSE. Completely
Remodeled. Hardwood floors,
new kitchen, no pets. $220/person P/U Call 708-386-3240.

----~~~--216

FOR LEASE FALL '98. 2 to 5
bedroom houses 346-3583.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any DOO=orofit. campus ornarnzabona! event. No parties or fundraising activities and events wllt be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News offtee by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Cllp by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that ls Illegible or
contains confllctlng information WILL NOT BE AUN . Clips may be edited for
available space.

62 Seed covering

63 V1ewfrom
Taormina
M Wifeoftwo
Forsytes. in " The
Forsyte Saga·
65 Yarn
ea NCO
&7Bus .
subordinates

DOWN
1 Salt
21975
Wimbledon
winner
3 Literary lime of
day
4 Elgar's · - Variations·

5 Sonnet endings
• Gndlock
7 "it's world ": Dickens
a ·- fan tutte"
t Cousin of camp
- - . . - - 10 Showy-nowered
shrub
11 Shad delicacies
12 Help for Nancy
Drew
.=.i~i-;..i--.""""' 13 Locale of the
world 's longest
road tunnel
18 Locale in a Dr
--Seuss trtle
1• Descartes and
Magritte

- - - - - - 25
23 Have
Pawed
puppies
- - - - - 26 Kind of blade
--t--11--11"-- 27 Lauder of
cosmetics
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i.,,
80

62

Pv2zle by Nmney S Aou

28Nostnls
2tCast
30 Get the better of
31 S1bhng of a
mereorpere
32 Ranked
37 Make a crowd
311 Encroachment
42 Center of a
1965voter
registration
drive
44lced dnnk
41 Clan members
48 Gondoliers

51 Academic nte of 57 Pub quaffs
passage· Abbr . 58 Fly off the
52 Bit of Euromoney
handle
53 Monopoly
59 Donald and
purchase. Abbr. • Ivana. e.g .
54 Times Square
sign
55 Caroled

a1 Cole who sang
"The Christmas
Song•
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Scoreboard
Men's
College Basketball

-

c-1.

11-2
11-2
10-2
7-6

21·3
14-7
16-4
11-10
11-9
7-15
6-14
7-13
6-17
3-18

6-6

5-8
5-8
4-8
2-10
2-11

Scoring leaders
gem• po1nte PP9

Kllye, EIU

20

Mayee. Murray
Wllllams, EKU

419
4n

23

18
20
19
19

~.SEMO
~.TSU

Robetls. TSU

21.0
20.7
15.8
t4.7
13.9
139

286
294
266
2&4

OeMlchael. UTM
Franco. Tl\J
Teech, MTSU
~.TSU

SpWcier, Murray

'IVh<:ehom. TTU

bpg

24

....

Assist leaders
Towaend,Murray

•Pll

5.09
4.50
410
3.88
3.85
3.79

117

Owene, EtU

Duncan, MTSU

90

WMe, SEMO
Collon, SEMO

n

82

Camas, EKU

66

72

Free Throw leaders
fta
~SEMO

Davenport, Men

Wdliams, El(U

T-..nd.Murr
C«i. EKU

,,...

54

53

Mayes, Mumay

aahsd? •2

55

ts

108
97
78
m

q t

ttm

pet.

48
48

0.873
0852
0792
0.7811
0753
0.750

42

83

73
57

'£ ucb,;•

Maiytsid ( 13-7)

18
23

Con!. Ovwall
Eastem Kentucky 10-2
14-5
Tennessee-Martin
9-3
12-8
Tennessee Tech
9-3
15-6
Eeattm llllnol•
7-5
9-11
Middle Tennessee 7-5
11-9
Tennessee State
5-6
11-8
Southeast Missouri 5·7
7-12
Aus~n Peay
3-8
8-11
Morehead State
2-10
6-14
Murray State
2-10
3-17

1.35
1 23
1.20

27

Iowa (1W)

NR

Ohio Valley Conference

2.00

3t

~-(18-5)

Rebound leaders
rebounda
Koeale<, SEMO

158

0.-,EKU

1.CS

Aldrleh, EIU

2.00
200

38

Spence<, Mumy
Akin8, nu
Calender, MTSU

Free Throw leaders

Women's
College Basketball

~4

blocka
4tl
40

Women's Associated Pre..
I-A Top 25
p....._
TeamiRGcord
Ra~
1
1
T-(23-0)
2.
ConneclJC:Yt (21-1)
3
3
Old Dom111ion (18-1)
2
4
Loulllanl Tech (18-3)
4
s. North C&rollna (17-4)
8
8.
Stanlord (12-5)
9
7
Texas Tec:h (14-4)
5
8.
Ali.zone (14-4)
10
9
Nortll C&rotlne St. (18-3)
12
10. Florida (18-5)
14
11, Vandertlih ( 15-4)
8
12. Illinois (15-6)
8
13 Virginia (15-5)
18
14. Duka (1-HI)
13
15. Florida Int ( 18-1)
t9
18. WllCOnain (17-6)
20
11
17. Utah (18-2)
18 W Kentuclcy (17-6)
t5
19. Slephen F. Austin ( 17·2) 22
20 Hawaii (18-1)
23
21 . Wuhlllgton (13-5)
18
22. Ctem.on ( 18-5)
21
23 SW M-. S!Ate (tS-3)
25
24. ~ (13-7)
17
NR
25 Nebruke (18-8)

25.

101
92
8.2
78
74

Block ~aders
FIWIOO, TTU
OeMd1eel. UTM
Cr9nahew APSU

Men'• A..oclated Presa
Top25
AankJng
Tewn
Prvvlotlt
1. Duke (20-1)
1
2. NOf111 Catohna (22-1)
2
3. l<anee• (24-3)
5
4 Artzona (19-3)
6
5.
Utah (18-1)
3
8. UCl.A (17-3)
8
7 Connectic:u1 (1ll-3)
9
8 Kentudty (19-3)
7
9 StanfOltl (18-2)
4
10 Purdue (19-4)
10
11. Princeton (19-3)
1t
12. New MeXICO (18-3)
14
13. South Carol111a (18-3)
13
1• Mceneas (1 B-3)
15
15. West Virginia (18-3)
17
18. Mtehigan State (15-4)
22
17. Mlulaippi (14-4)
12
18 Mlchigen (16-6)
19
19. Syracuee (17-4)
20
20. Ctneinnali ( 16-4)
18
21 . Xelller (14-5)
24
22. G-ve Wulwlglon (1&-3) NR
24

rpg

201
211
164
145
170
147

Women's
College Basketball

23

Rebound leaders
rebounde

Women's
College Basketball

College Wrestling

College Wrestling
190 pounds

134 pounds

Ohio Valley Conference
Murray State
Eastem llllnola
Middle Tennessee
Southeast MISSOuri
Austin Peay
Tennessee Martin
Eastem Kentucy
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

Men's
College Basketball

Scoring leader
oem• point
Gerbova, EIU
19
309
FlolOs. UTM
18
2n
Ooea. EKU
18
276
Seng TTU
19
290
Aobelts. El(U
t8
269
Moore,lSU
19
280

ppg

16.3
15.4
15.3
14.9
14 7
14 7

n2c"'

150
145
135
134
131

Carmichael. TTU

Croaby.~

Suftr.n, APSU

Btuneon. TSU

rpg

87
81
7.8
7.3
7.1
7.1
8.8

Block leaders
Koaster, SEMO
Chastaln,MTSU
Sulfren, APSU
Aldrlch, EIU
Clark, TTU
Buck.MTSU
Watts, Murray

b1ocka
2•
22

17
14
12
12
12

bpg
1.33

1.18
0.89
0.74
087
063
063

Assist leaders
Swisher, Morehead
Fielde UTM
Mitchell. Motohead

ualata

107
96

91

Robens.EKU
Luke, EIU
Neeley, MTSU

n

78

72

•Pll
5.83
S33

4 79
428
4.11
379

Rob«ls, EKU
Fieldl, UTM

59

122

Baldwin, TTU
59
Cllasta111, MTSU
se
Kellough, Motei-a 49
Garbova, EIU
T5

2

0.932
100 0.820
4S 0.780
45 o.ns
38 0.776
56 0.747
55

3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.

Mlll1< Ironside, Iowa

~ Enorud. Ontgon

09car Woods. Or9gOO State
Scoct Schatzman, NofthWMtem
Jet! Bucher, Choo State
Brad c.noy.,, Nebruke

Blffwahzer, Penn Stale
Troy Metr, MIMMOla

142 pounds
1. Ja90n Davida, Minne2. Steven Schmidt. Olde. Slate
3. Jet! McGirv-. Iowa
4. Brett Matter, Pennalyvania
5. Casey~. Cental Mteh.
8. Clln1 M-. Pem. State

Natlonel Wrestling Coaches'
Asaoclatlon Top 20
Ranking
Team
1,
Oklahoma State
2.
Iowa
3.
Minnesota
4.
Penn State
5
Anzona Slate
8
Oldahoma
7.
NebrlSka
8
Iowa State
9.
Mdligan State
10
Purdue
WestVirgna
12
Mochlgan
13
l1llllois
14.
~
15.
Pmburgh
18
Edlnt>ofo
17.
loc:kHe-.
18
c-ral Mid-.gan
18
Oregon
20
Com.I

7.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7
8.
1.
2
3
4.

5.
6.

Chad Krall.~
Eric Siab8lt. llinols
8'I Lacure, Mlc:higan

Mb Muon. Weel Vwgrill
RocNv Jonee. Oldahoma
K8MyG... lowa
°'9w ParllnO. ~
Jrnmy Mu. Clllillhoma Slate

JoeW. . . .. lowa

T..,_, Teny. Ntbtul<a
Herdel Moora. ~ Sl8le
~Gardner. Oho
Mall Sulet, Anzona SW•
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Teague Moonl, Olda. St.
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Shene Valdez, Oklahoma

Brandon Slay. Pemelyvanil
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126pounds
Eric Guerrero. Okla. SL
Eric Jetton, WlecO<lSlll
OW\ght HlnlOn, Iowa Stale
Teny Sl>owa~er, Lock Haven

3. Mallt Sm1lh, Oldalloma State
4. C&aey Strand, Mzona State
5. Glem Pntzlelf, Penn State
6. Mike Graenflekl, Central Mj()hlgan
7. Socm Chapman, Stanford
a Chad Uott. Rider
1n pounds
1 Miich Oerl<. Ohio Sta10
2. John Van Ooten, Lehigh
3 Aaron Simpeon, Arizona Sbre
4 Jon S11119>~ Edinboro

Dane Valdez. Oklahoma

5

John Caivalheira, Rider
Jeremy Hunter, Penn. S1.
Cody Sanderaon, Iowa St.

Tim Demian, Purdue
Chris ViOla, Mtehlgan

Pat Conners, Ml'Vl9SOta

6

Brandon Howe, Michigan
ROI> loper. PlllSburgh

7
8

John Withrow Pllt8burgh
Jevon Herman, IDnois
Leo Giel Ridet
Miko Powel. lndlana
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classified adveitisin
For Sale
GEO TRACKER, 1993, 4WD,
29.000 miles, hard & soft top,
A!C,(rare), red wtblk top, mint
condition, SS.900, 348-7719 after
5p.m.
-----~-~~~215
1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 4 ·
SPEED, CD player, NEW; ttres,
battery, muffler/exhaust, brakes.
Great Conditron. MOVING MUST
SELLI $3,500 O.B.O Call 348-

t984.

~--------216

t987 ESCORT GL, RED. STANDARD
TRANSMISSION.
Excellent MPG": Good conil11loJl.
Ca! leave name and number.
217-463-1616.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2111

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches , Cadillacs, Chevy's,
8MWs. Corvette's. Also Jeeps,
4WD s Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A·2262 for
airrent listings.

Travel
SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOINGll! Cancun, Jamaica,
8ahamas & Florida. Group discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell
5 & go !reel Book Now !I
Visa/MC/Disc/Amax 1-800-234·
7
0
0
7
http'l/www.endlesssummertours.c

om
~---~---~·316
SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!!! Panama City beachfront hotels from $99! 7 nights
beachfront, Daily Drink Parties. &
Free cover at best bars!
Visa1MC/Disc/Amex 1·800-234·
7007. www.endlesssummertours.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:316
DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Break away to the hottest action
11 Florida. Where guys meet g rts1
One of the newest motels on the
ocean, AAA-rated, beach volleyball, pool and wet bar open 24
hours. B.Y.0.8- STUDENTS onlyl
1·800·682-0919 .
Call
http'llwww.daY1onamotel.com.

--------~~6

Announcements

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

PARTY BARN AT AILEY CREEK
STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Small
groups welcome. Call Mr Ed 348·
1424
~--~~-----2/6
THE PLACE- An alternative to
the college bars. Mon- 12 oz.
drafts 75 cents, Tues- ladies night
& 50 cent drafts BudlighVlite. $1
Rall Drinks not dead D.J.,
Waybacl< Wed's- live D.J.- music
from the past, Thurs-Free pool,
Fri & Sat- Not dead D.J. 8 mi E
on Rt 16. For more info call 3498613 or for nde U'lfo 348-RIDE.
---~------211 2
REGISTRATION FOR MOCK
LSAT EXAMS-Deadline Feb. 5 for
Info call 581-6220, 581-2656, or
348'=1867. First LSAP on Feb 7.
-~~~-~-~~-215
MOM'S HAS GREAT FUNCTIONS! We provide the mother
bus, DJ, and superdeals!
Available Mon, Tues, Wed nights.
Thurs, Fri, 4 o'clock club. Dave
345·2171 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2116

KRISSIE KINDEL AND CRYSTAL
JONES OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA. Happy 21st Birthday! You
look good today! Love, Amanda.
---------~214
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW MEMBERS OF SIGMA NU!
Can't wait to get to know you
guys. Love. Jamie.
------~~--214
CONGRATULATIOSN TO THE
NEW MEMBERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: I can't wait to get to
know
Love.
Angela.
_ _all
_of_you.
__
__
__ 214

AMANDA LOVE KAMP OF ASA,
You are a great little sis and a
beautiful Pearl! Alpha love, Your
big sis Karen.

SARAH WELLS OF ASA: You did
a great job at the B·Ball game•
Your new sisters were cheering
for you!
-~--------214
LISA HUDSON OF TRI-SIGMA:
Congratulations on your engagement to SCOTT ALLEN. Your sisters
are
you!
__
_so
_happy
__ for
__
_ _ 214

TO EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA'S
Pl CLASS, Congratulations on
your activation• I'm very proud of
you all. All or your hard work and
dedication has paid off. Kudos to
a job well done. Best of luck on
all you do. ESA Love and mine,
Kathy. Rho's: watch our! You're in
for the lime of your life!

JAMIE GACK OF AST: Thanks
for the candy and your support.
We love you! The Sigma Nu's.

It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.

ORDER A VALENTINE BOUQUET FOR YOUR SWEETY AT
TOKENS. CARDS.CAND~AND
PLENTY OF GOODIES . WE
DELIVER LOCALLY AND SHIP
'EM UPS. ORDER EARLY.
-~---~--~·2112
TED'S Is now booking FUNCTIONS for the most space and
the cheapest overall prices. Great
Specials, and DJ included. Call
Howard at 345·9732m Courtney
at 581-8210 or Heath at 3454496 for more info, and bookings.
~~~-----2120

Personals
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
MACON GOSNELL, CHARLIE
VETTER, SARA FERGUS, AND
BRANDI LAWSON OF TRISIGMA for making the 98
Homecoming Committee. Your
Sisters are very proud of you!
--------~~214
KRISSIE KINDAL & CRYSTAL
JONES: Happy 21st Birthday. I'm
jealous. Love, Kelli.

~---------214

MARY KATHERINE KINATE OF
ASA: Thanks for planning our
Sisterhood! It's great spending
time with your sisters!
---------~214
GOOD LUCK ASA Walleyball and
Basketball players! We'll be rou1lng for you all! Love. Your Sisters.
-~--------214

Doonesbury

---------~214

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 214

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
MU,p,t;il!; SllU 0€CX-

IN6 '1He t06S CW 7HAT,
l«XlPl?l:NYMVl/t6

JJ(.fT I

AN/~ ReiATOVSHIP.

~

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Lady Panthers sinking toward bottom half of OVC
As the end of the women's basketball earlier this season.
season draws near. the 10 teams in the
Lady Panther head coach John Klein
Ohio Valley Conference have begun to said be is not surprised by the tight race at
jockey for position in the standings.
the top.
With the top four teams hosting first'Tve been saying this all along. this
round playoff games. the competition league is very very close," he said. "There
among the top four schools: Eastern is not the gap between the top teams and
Kentucky, Tennessee-Martin, Tennessee the teams that arc the bottom.''
Following the loss to Eastern Kentucky,
Tech and Eastern Illinois. has begun to
Klein expressed the parity in the league by
heat up.
But the Lady Panther attack has
comparing first-place Eastern
recently cooled off.
Kentucky with Morehead.
The Lady Panthers have dropped
"Morehead. I thought. looked a
three straight to fall from first to
lot more explosive on offense than
third in the ave.
they (Eastern Kentucky) did and
Morehead's down in last," he
Two of the Lady Panthers' three
loses have come against teams in Women's
said.
the bottom half of the standings. Basketball
The Lady Panthers \\ 111 ha' e their
Southeast Missouri and Morehead notebook
fate in their own hands over 1he
State. These two teams we1e a comnext week. Eastern will play
hmed 13 games below .500 O\ erall, l 0 Tennes-..ee Staie on Wedne day. Tennec;see
games below 00 m the conference.
Tech Saturday and Middle Tennessee
Tenne ee-Mnrtm and Tennessee Tech. Monday. all on the road. The Lady
l\l.o of the three teams \\ithin a game of Panther-.. are 2-1 aga111st these teams this
each other at the top of the conference, season.
saw themsehel'> grow closer in the standShare and share alike:
ings when Tech defeated Martin on
This week's Player of the Week honor
Monday. The loss put both teams at 9-3 in \\as split between Tennessee-Manin 's
theOVC.
Tessa Fields. her ...econd consecutive
Eastern is not the only team to find honor. and Austin Peay·~ Angelica
itself in a hit of u free fall. Tennessee State Suffren.
has lost five straight and fallen all the way
Fields picked up her second doubleto sixth in the standings. The Lady Tigers double of the season with a 22-point. 10·
came out of the gate strong. winning five assist performance against Middle
of their first six conference games.
Tennessee. The junior guard's weekly
The Lad)' Raiders of Middle Tennessee numbers included a 20-points per game
are edging their way into the conference average and 9.5 assisls per game.
top four. Middle snapped a two-game losSuffren threw in 29 poinls 10 help the
ing slide Monday, defeating Murray State, Lady Governors over Tennessee State.
to move to 7-5 in conference
She averaged 20.5 ppg and grabbed eight
The 7-5 record moves the Lady Raiders rebounds per gan1e over the week.
into a tie with the Lady Panthers. Middle
Two for one:
and Eastern are currently fighting it out
The OVC indecisiveness continued as
for fourth place in conference and the the Rookie of the Week award was also
right to host a first-round tournament split between two recipients.
game. The Lady Panthers have the edge
Austin Peay's freshman guard Kai
on the strength of a 66-53 win at Middle Jones averaged 14 ppg while playing 36.5

SNAP

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

s

Eastern Leah Aldrich (52) goes up for a shot against Eastern Kentucky defenders
Saturday. The I.Ady Panthers are riding a three-game losing streak.
minutes per game over the week.
Morehead's freshman forward Megan
Kellough scored 21 points against the

frompagel2 - - - - - -

said. "But we've got to hit shots. We'll get after it
and see what happens."
Phillips said she will use the Lady Tigers' first
victory over the Lady Panthers to inspire her team
to a possible second.
"I haven't had the opportunity to go into that,

but I'll definitely bring that up," she said "We
beat you up there and that was big for us. You
want to hold you're home floor as much as possible.
"When you get the chance to break their (the
opposition"s) serve, that's a feather in your cap."

Southern takes five-point win over SWMO
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) Shane Hawkins scored 17 points
and Chris Thunell added 15 as
Southern Illinois beat Southwest
Missouri State 79-74 Monday
nigbl.
Southwest Missouri (9-13
overall, 6-5 Missouri Valley
Conference) came within one
point of tying the game with 27
seconds left but ended up snap-

ping a three-gaming winning
streak.
After leading 44-41 at halftime, the Salukis (10-11, 5-6) saw
Southwest Missouri pull to within
two points, 50-48, with 16:26 left
in the game. Two missed
Southwest Missouri free throws
and a 17-7 Saluki run stretched
Southern Illinois' lead to 67-57
with 11:18 remaining.

1\vo minutes later, Southwest
Missouri went on a 15-5 run to
trail 75-74 with 27 seconds left.
Hawkins put Southern Illinois up
77-74 with two free throws. The
Bears' Kevin Ault tried a 3-pointer with seven seconds remaining
but his shot hit the back of the
rim and bounced away.
Ken Stringer and Ault each
had 14 for Southwest Missouri.

r------------------,
1 MLK., Jr. University Bookstore 1
I

I

1
I
I

20o/o off Art Supplies
And Check Ot1t Our

1
-I
I

:

25% off Clothing Rack

:

I

(Items Change Weekly)

I

I
I
I

2nd- 7th
-~

L----------~-

Bookstore Ho1.1rs:
Mon-TIJurs 8am-8pm
Friday 8am-4:30pm
Satllrday 1 Oam-4hm
I:'

I
I
I

~ ~~

Lady Panthers to earn her share of the
honor.

Iowa snaps streak with
79-76 win at Wisconsin
MADISON. Wis. (AP) Freshman Ricky Davis scored 25
points as 24th-ranked Iowa rallied
in the second half to snap a fourgame losing streak with a 79-76
victory over Wisconsin Tuesday
night
Davis provided the crucial basket down the stretch when be
grabbed the rebound on a missed
Iowa free throw and scored on a
dunk to give the Hawkeyes a 74-69
lead with just ovet a minute
remaining.
Iowa ( 16-6 overall and 5-4 in
Big Ten play) then hit five of eight
free throws to maintain its lead.
The Badgers made it close in the

final seconds, pulling to withrn
three on a 3-point basket by Mark
Vershaw with eight seconds left.
Henssy AuriantaJ then stole the
ball, but the Badgers could only
manage a desperation shot at the
buzzer that missed.
Wisconsin (10-12, 3-7) was led
by Sean Mason with 14 points.
Mike Kelley and Sean
Daugherty added 13 each as the
Badgers suffered their fifth consecutive 19ss. .1
ti ..a ill
Davis ~ored five pc>inL'> in a 163 Iowa run at the strut of the second half. as the Hawkeyes erased a
nine-point halftime deficit and took
a 47-43 lead.
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Three more on the road up next for Panthers
The Panther basketball team
should feel like it's playing in
the NBA.
After a Lwo-game home stand,
Eastern has an NBA-like schedule this week with three road
games. The road swing began
Tuesday night with a
victory
O'icr Tcnnc-.,.cc State.
"We're not pla) ing well:
\\e've been too inconsistent to
have any strength,'' Tennessee
State head coach Frankie Allen
said. "We show flashes with one
or two players. I think the only
strength we have going for us
now is faith."
The road swing continues
Thursday night when the
Panthers travel to Murfreesboro.
Tenn. to take on ~iddle Tennessee. The Blue Raiders have one
of the nalion·s longest home winning slreaks at I 4 games and are
tied for first place with Easte.rn
and Murray State.
Eastern handed Middle one of

STREAK

its four losses
this season with
an 85-74 victory
on Jan. 8.
The road trip
comes
to an end
Men's
Basketball
on Sat-urday
notebook
night when the
Panthers face
Tennessee Tech. After losing its
first nine games. Tech has powered its way out of the Ohio
Valley Conference cellar with
two victories.
Winning on the road is supposed to be hard in the OVC, but
.Eastern has been able to do just
that. Eastern is on a six-game
winning streak, with four of those
victories coming on the road.
Eastern is 4-2 in games away
from Lantz Gymnasium.
The only conference road losses the Panthers have suffered this
year were at Eastern Kentucky
and Murray State. ·

On top:

Panther seruor forward Conya
Robinson has taken the team
rebounding lead Robinson has
99 rebounds on the season for an
average of 5.5 rebounds per
game.
What vaulted Robinson to the
lead was. his play during the
Panther's winning streak. In the
five-game stretch. Robinson has
increased his rebounding total to
8.6 per game.
Robinson had a record-breaking nighl Saturday in the victory
over Morehead Slate. Ile pulled
down 18 rebounds, which is the
most in an OVC single game this
season. This 1s also the mosc
amount of rebounds accumulated
by a Panther since Michael
Slaughter had 20 at Central
Connecticut in January of 1995.

Scoring race:
Panther senior guard Rick
Kaye remains the leader in the
OVC scoring list. Helped by a
28-point performance in the 90·

frompage/2 - - - - -

The Tigers 4-8 in the OVC. 7-13 overall. cut the
lead to single digits when sophomore guard Kevin
Samuel completed a three-point play to cut the
lead to nine at 54-45. After State Junior center
Jason Johnson hit two free throws with I :28 left.
the lead was cut to five at 57-52.
Five free chrows in the last minute by Eastern
junior guard Jack Owens iced the game for the
Panthers.
"This was a typical EIU basketball win,"
Samuels said. "We went on a good spurt and then
we shift gears. This is the point in season when we
ha"e to get tougher as the game goes on because
\\e have some very dangerous games left."
The big spun Eastern had happened in the first
half, as Eastern went into the locker room up 14
points.
"The last thing we talked about in the locker
room was we had co make the first run in the second half," Samuels said. "I knew if we didn't,
we'd get tired and wouldn't be able to finish ."
Eastern was led in sconng by Owens. who
scored 16 points on 4-of-6 shooting from the floor.

Panther senior guard Rick Kaye. who had been
hampered by a tender ankle suffered in the game
Saturday night. added 11 points in the victory.
But Samuels said the one main cause of the victory was the defensive effort of the Panlhers.
''Johnson is a good player and we bottled him
up in the post," he said. "We also did a decent job
of getting to the glass. we had a solid 40 minute
defensive effort."
Samuels was also impressed with the play off
the bench. Panther senior guard Jason So" ers
played the most minutes of the year and came
chrough with six rebounds. four assists and six
points.
State was only able to shoot 31 percent from the
field on the play. The Tigers could not live up to
their ranking of being the top three point team in
the league. The Tigers took 26 shots from thrcepoint land, but could only his five of them for an
average of 19 percent.
Tennessee State was led in scoring by Johnson
who scored 12 points. while sophomore center
Julian Bankston came off the bench to score 10.

SH REIBER
is back and very strong. Tim
Hardaway is also having a great
year, averaging almost 20 points a
game. He can dish the ball to anyone, also.
The Heat are also blessed with
outside threats. Long-range shooters, Dan Majerle. Vashon 'Leonard
and Hardaway give this team an
inside-outside game that is tough to

from page 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - deal with.
and pull away from the rest of the
The Bulls are everyone's league. They will wind up with 60
favorite to win the championship. wins this year. and the title.
and why not? They are by far the
The Bulls will face Seattle in the
best team in the league. With finals. a rematch from 1996. and
Scottie Pippen hurt for much of the they will beat them again. Michael
se.\SOn, the Bulls remained among Jordan will not let this team lose.
They will then have another threethe elite teams record wise.
After the all-star break, look for peat. and will be the greatest team
the Bulls to get back into stride, ever.

80 victory at Austin Peay last
Tuesday. Kaye now is scoring for
an average of 21 points per game.
Right on Kaye's tail is Murray
State senior guard De 'Teri
Mayes. Mayes increased his scoring percentage to 20.7 points per
game.
Just as Kaye. Mayes also lit up
the scoreboard this past week.
Mayes scored 50 points this past
week, with a team-high 30
against Middle Tennessee and a
team-high 20 in a victory over
Tennessee Tech.
Mayes missed 11 shots in 31
attempts. He shot 47 percent
from three-point territory and
only committed three turnovers
in 66 minutes of playing time.
For his efforts this past week,
Mayes was named OVC Player
of the Week.

On fire:
Even though Southeast
Missouri is down to only eight
scholarship players, it still finds a

way to win. The Indians continued their winning ways with a
97-79 victory over Morehead
State and a 97-78 victory over
Eastern Kentucky this past week.
Southeast scorched the nets in the
victory over the Colonels. The
Indians shot 55 percent from the
floor and set a new Show Me
Center record with 15 three
pointers.
The hot shooting was also evident in the victory over
Morehead State. The Indians
were 56 percent from the floor
and connected on 13-of-24 three
poincers for an av<:rage of 54 percent.
A big part 10 the Southeast
success was the play of junior
guard Cory Johnson. In the two
games. Johni;on averaged 21
points per game and hit 10-of-15
three's for an average of 67 percent.
-compiled by Matt Wilson

SPRINTER
··earn

needs to run the whole
race; he starts off good and finishes well. bul he still hasn't run
the entire 200-meters," Akers
said.
Women's head coach John
Craft said Mabry has the ability
to improve in the triple jump,
but the rest is up to him.
"Cameron has a lot of ability.
and he works hard and he likes
the triple jump." Craft said.
"Hopefully now we can take
advantage of his success in the
55."
Mabry attributes some of his
success to teammate and fonner
high school rival Chris Watson.
"Chris's presence in competitions makes me better," Mabry
said. "Before I went down with
an injury in high school. I was
faster than Chris. but he ~nded
up winning state."
Mabry said a lot of good
things carried over from the
football season onto the track.
"I have more discipline, and I
am a little more team orientated," the two sport athlete said.
"It has made me a lot more
aggressive."
Akers also noticed carryovers
from football in the sprinter.
"He gained some maturity
coming out of football. and it

frompage/2 -

has added to his consistency out
on the track." Akers said.
Along with consistency,
Mabry's work ethic has
improved from the first day he
began track al Eastern.
"l worked hard in the offseason. Between getting up early in
the morning for track and
weight lifcing at night for football this year. I have worked
really hard," Mabry said.
For Mabry to take the next
step, Akers said it will come
down to his dedication.
"Gaining physical strength
and paying attention to details
are some of the things that he
needs to improve on to bring it
to the next level," Akers said.
Craft agreed with Akers and
said commitment to his events
will help him reach his goals.
'"He is capable of 51 feet (in
the triple JUmp) but he is going
to have to work at it," Craft said.
If Mabry continues to
improve, there is no telling
what kind of great things he
may be able to accomplish, but
Mabry has an idea of where to
start.
"l want to win at the conference meet again, make the
national finals and finally be an
All-American," Mabry said.

Arizona Diamondbacks sign free-agent pitcher Andy Benes
PHOENIX (AP) - Acting more like a
contender than an expansion team, the
Arizona Diamondbacks plucked one of the
top pitchers from the free-agent market,
signing Andy Benes to an $18 mi 11 ion,
three-year contract Tuesday.
Arizona, which joins the NL West this
season, has committed $113 million to just
four players: Benes, third baseman Matt
Williams ($49.5 million for six years),
shortstop Jay Bell ($34 million for five
years) and right-hander Willie Blair ($11.5

million for three years).
"We're thrilled to have Andy Benes,"
Arizona general manager Joe Garagiola Jr.
said. ''He is a proven, quality No. I major
league starter who wants the ball, \\ill take
the ball and, once you· ve given him the
ball, doesn't want co give it back."
Benes, a 30-year-old right-hander, got a
deal with an average salary that matches
Toronto's Randy Myers for I Ith among
pitchers.
Benes said he wasn't worried about

joining an expansion team which bas no
proven closer.
"I don't usually envision bad things happening." he said. "I know that when it's my
day to pitch, I'm gomg to go out and do the
best I can, and we'll see whether it's six.
seven, eight or nine innings."
Jorge Fabregas, who hasn't spent a full
season in the majors, probably will be the
starting catcher, joining the younger part of
the team, which also includes rookie first
baseman Travis Lee, who got a $10 million

Now serving Lunch 1 Oam-4pm
7" & Soda 5 3.50-Carry Out Only
Medium

.Large

20 Inch

1 Topping
Pizza

1 Topping
Pizza

1 Topping

s5~

$6qa

Pizza

s10~

signing bonus.
"He's an ace," said Fabregas. "I think
that's \\'hat our team was lacking a guy
that goes out there every fifth day. and you
know you' re going to be in the ballgame. "Benes wanted to stay in St. Louis
and continue to play alongside his brother,
Alan, but his $30 million, five-year contract with St Louis was agreed to about 90
minutes after the Dec. 7 midnight EST
deadline and was rejected by baseball officials.

VVednesday~~

,

Mo1ners..

$1. 75 22oz Coors Lite
$1.50 16oz Lite Bottles
$8.50 Pitchers
*Special Bacon n, Cheese Burger $2.49*
DJ Party Nite
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Panthers' streak hits six games
TODD SHREIBER
Staff writer

NBA East
a four-way
race for title
Witb tbe all-star game
approaching, the NBA season is
getting ready to hit its full stride.
The Eastern Conference bas
been the dominant one over the
past few years. All of this is
attributed to the Bulls of course.
This year is a little different
however. There seems to be
more competition this year than
the Bulls have faced in the past.
Last season was supposed to
be tough for the Bulls, but they
went through the playoffs with
little trouble in the East. They
overcame an early home loss to
the Atlanta Hawks to win the
series 4-1. They then took care
of the Heat with ease.
The teams in the Eastern
Conference are trying to break
the Bulls' stranglehold on the
conference title.
Teams like the Hawks.
Charlotte, Cleveland and the
New Jersey Nets have staned out
with good records. These teams
will not compete in the East
however; they just don't have
enough. There are only four
teams that stand out in the East.
The team that has surprised
everyone this season is the
Indiana Pacers. With the addition
of Larry Bird at coach. the
Pacers have exceeded any possible expectations from the begmning of the season.
The Pacers are tied with the
Bulls atop the Central division as
of Tuesday. They are led by prolifi~ scorer Reggie Miller. who is
averaging 20 points a game this
season. Center Rik Smits is also
having a great season. averaging
almost 17 points a game. The
Pacers get great help from offseason acquisition Chris Mullin,
and sixth-man Jalen Rose. Rose
has stepped his game to another
level this season with Bird taking over the team.
The New York Knicks suffered a fatal blow when all-star
center Patrick Ewing dislocated
his wrist. Ewing is now out for
the season, and nobody in
Illinois is weeping for the
Knicks.
We hate the Knicks, and they
hate us, and although we would
like to beat them at full strength,
this situation is rather humorous
to us. Regardless, the Knicks
have amassed a 25-19 record.
and are challenging in their division. They will be no threat to
any contender in the East however.
Miami is the main team that
can de-throne the Bulls this year.
They are always loaded with talent. Alonzo Mourning was hurt
for a good part of the season, but
See SCHREIBERpage 11

Eastern defeats
Tennessee State
62-56 on the road
By MATI WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Panther basketball team
was unable to hit a shot in the last
nine minutes of its game Tuesday
night, but it still came away with
a 62-56 victory over Tennessee
State in Nashville, Teno.
"This win sort of gets the monkey off our back," Panther bead
coach Rick Samuels said in a
post-game radio interview.
The win puts Eastern at 11-3 in
the Ohio Valley Conference and
in a tie for first place with Murray
State. The Racers defeated
Morehead State 95-81 in
Morehead, Ken. on Tuesday
night.
Eastern also increased its overall record to 14-7, which guarantees the Panthers a winning season.
The 11 wins is the most conference wins for an Eastern team
since they joined Division I basketball. The win increased the
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Eastem's Conya Robinson battles for the ball on the floor againSI Eastern Kentucky at Lantz Gym.
Tuesday the Panthers began a three-game road trip with a 62-56 win against Tennessee State.

Panther winning streak to six
games, tying the longest winning
streak Eastern has had since it
joined Division I basketball.
Early in the second half,
Panther senior center Eric
Frankford bit his third three
pointer of the game, and Eastern

enjoyed its biggest lead of the
game at 46-30. Eastern held the
16-point lead when Panther
sophomore center John Smith hit
a turnaround jumper midway
through the second half. This
would be the last basket Eastern
would score in the game.

The final 18 points of the ball
game for the Panthers all came
via the free throw. Since Eastern
went cold from the floor, this
gave the Tigers a chance to cut
into the lead.
See STREAK page 11

Lady Panthers look to snap losing streak
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panthers will look
to stop their fall in the standings
and snap a three-game losing
streak tonight at Tennessee Stace.
The Lady Panthers opened the
Ohio ValJe} Conference season
hosting the Lady Tigers Dec. 14.
Tennessee State picked up its
first conference win with a 15point victory over Eastern. 6954.
The Lady Tigers then proceeded to win their next four
conference games, climbing co
first in the conference.
But a five-game losing streak
has dropped Tennessee State
down to the middle of the pack,

sitting at sixth with a record of
5-6.
Tennessee State head coach
Teresa Phillips said Wednesday's
game will be big for the Lady
Tigers as they try to end their
streak.
Phillips said che losses have
had an effect on the Lady Tigers,
sapping the team's aggressiveness.
··1 think we've experienced a
little of the hesitant side." she
said. "We've had some individual
meetings with players. Confidence is an issue; when you lose
five games in a row you start
doubting yourself and maybe
your teammates."
Junior forward Schronda
Moore leads the Lad) Tigers into

action with a 16.7 points per
game average against OVC foes.
She has almost tripled her numbers from last season when she
averaged 6.4 ppg.
Last year's two leading scorers
for Tennessee State, senior guard
Tequila Holloway and junior
guard Cari Hassell have seen
their numbers fall since last year.
Where Holloway averaged 12. 7
ppg lase season. she has posted
12.2 ppg this year.
Hassell has suffered an even
greater decline in her average.
falling from 17.3 ppg to 13.4 ppg.
Eastern head coach John Klein
said he expects Tennessee State to
come out with a guard-heavy line
up to run the floor ag:ain:;t the
Lady Panthers.

''They'te golng to llirow a
bunch of guards at you. They"re
athletic and all over the place,·· he
said.
Klein said a key to the game
will be the play of his centers.
"lt's going to be a difficult
night in terms of match ups:·
Klein said. "We're going to have
co figure out a way to, once again,
take advantage of our size."
Klein said the Lady Tigers may
try to close off the inside game as
other teams have done recently.
This has led the Lady Panthers to
take shol!i from the outside.
"They might back down and
give us shots. like Morehead did.
but we· re prepared for that," he

Panthe.r sprinter Mabry aiming for nationals
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
At 5-feet 8 inches tall and 160
pounds. Cameron Mabry is one of
the fastest men to lace up a pair
of cleats for the Eastern's men's
track team ever.
The junior sprinter has tied a
14-year old record in the 55meter dash (6.21 seconds) set by
Claude Magee in 1984.
Despite tying the
record, Mabry said be is
a little ahead of schedule.
"1 didn't think that it
(tying the record) would
happen this season, but it was one
of my goals to get up there," the
defending
Ohio
Valley
Conference Champion in the 55meter dash said.
Despite tying the record on the
road last weekend at Southeast
Missouri, Mabry said this performance and bis provisional
qualification for nationals are

ranked among the top three things
that has happened to him while at
Eastern.
"Being the conference champion last year was the best thing,
foJlowed by last weekend's 6.21
to reach the record and my touchdown against Eastern Kentucky."
Mabry said.
Men's track coach Tom Akers
said Mabry has the ability to
become
an
-A.11American this season, if
he can focus on the little things.
"With his speed he
needs to concentrate on
the small things to make
progress," Akers said. "He is
much more consistent out on the
track, but there are still small
areas he needs to improve in."
Along with participating in the
55, Mabry also competes in the
200-meter dash and in the triple
jump. Akers said Mabry still
hasn't shown his best in the 200.
See SPRINTER page 11
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Eastern sprinter Cameron Mabry (middle) Lines up for the start of a
race at the EIU Mega Meet Last month. Mabry and the Panthers have
enjoyed plenty ofsuccess this year as they defend their Ohio Valley
Conference indoor track championship.

